ABOUT US
Inventaprint is an online platform that helps solo inventors and mid-sized companies get their
products made by connecting them with vetted manufacturers. Our mission is to democratize the
innovation process by simplifying it.
As inventors, we know just how hard it is to find a manufacturer who can accommodate lower
volume orders, while still creating high -quality products. After continuing to run up against this
problem ourselves, we set out to track down the best manufacturers around the country—from the
plains of Kentucky to New Jersey.
When inventors sign-up for Inventaprint, they get immediate access to our network of the very best
manufacturers in the country. We’ve personally handpicked each and every one with the serious solo
inventor and mid-sized company in mind.
These are good, honest people, who value quality as much as we do. They’re set-up to support both
low and high volume orders, carry all the top-notch certifications and don’t create a single part
without reviewing each inventor’s order and offering their suggestions.
To further simplify the process, all manufacturer communication, drawing reviews, orders, re-orders,
payments and shipping takes places on our easy to use platform. The intellectual property developed
during this process remains the property of the inventor.
HOW IT WORKS
We connect inventors and mid-sized companies to a vetted network of manufacturers to bring their
product ideas to life.
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WHAT DO YOU GET?
Inventaprint solves 3 key problems in the product development process- Intellectual Property
protection, speed to launch, and cost-effective management of resources.
Intellectual Property Protection: We have a closed network of vetted
manufacturers, who have signed strict intellectual property agreements to
protect against user technology theft. Our platform also leverages feedback
from our network of seasoned manufacturers and designers to improve on the
intellectual property of parts being manufactured.
Speed to launch: Our platform cuts out the hassle of vetting manufacturers by
providing access to our network of vetted manufacturers (e.g. depending on the
project, the manufacturer selection process can take up to ~6 months without
our platform).
Resource Management: We spent a year interviewing clients & manufacturers
and have developed features which provide improved productivity to both user
groups (i.e. Innovators and Manufacturers). Our project management features
ensure that businesses don’t have to hire back-office personnel in managing
orders (e.g. part reorders, file management systems, escrow payments etc.).
In addition, we enable flexible bidding on the manufacturing of parts by
allowing manufacturers to provide feedback for cost effective manufacturing
solutions, thereby improving the feedback loop.
PRICING
Innovators pay a subscription fee of $300/month OR $3,200/year (Billed upfront; 10% discount!).
** Exclusive Georgia Tech student pricing (because we love our fellow Yellow Jackets):
6 months free subscription ($1,800 savings per student!)
Visit our website (inventaprint.com) to learn more about Inventaprint and sign up!
Also, drop us a note at hello@inventaprint.com. We’d love to hear from you!
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